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I. INTRODUCTION 

Particle-hopping models have been used widely in the recent year日 to study 七he spatio四

temporal organization in systems of interacting particles driven far from equilibrium. Often 

s吋1 models are formulated in terms of cellular automata (CA) Examples of 引け1 systems 

include vehicular tra団c and pedestrian 宜ow [1, 2] where their mt山tt今1al in一自千

the inter-particle inter、仇ctions. Usuallyぅ these int俳句par七icle interactions tend to hinder their 

motions so that theαverαge speed decrea雪es monotonically with the increasing density of the 

pa.rticles. In a recent letter ［~~］ we have r唱epor

of 拙ts in a trail [4］う whereう the average speed of the particles varies no川nonotonically with 

their densi七y because of the coupling of their dynamics with another dynamical variable. In 

this paper, we show some recent developements on cellular automaton models of pedestrian 

flow and ant trail. 

II. PEDESTRIAN 恥10DEL

Recent progress in modelling pedestrian dynamics [.J] is remarkable and many valuable 

res凶s are obtai配cl by usi時 di百erent models う such as the social force model [6) and the floor 

恥ld model [7, 8]. In this paper, we will propose a method to con山・uct the static 司oor field 

for complex rooms of αrbitrαrygeom杭ry. The 臼t札tic 乱oor 五eld is an irnporta』1t ingr 

the model and h乱s to be specified befor‘e 七he 日im千ulations. Basic rule of the model i呂 seen ii 1 

the pr 

only on the construction of the S七atic floor 五led. We propose み combination of the visibility 
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FIG. 1: Example for the calculation of the static 立。or 註elcl using the Dijkst日 method. (a) A 

room with one obstacle. The door is at 0 and the ob呂tac

The vi岳ibility graph for this room. The real number on each bond represents the distance between 

them as an illustration. 

graph and Dijkstraうs algorithm to calculate the st拭ic floor 五ekL These methods enable 

us to deter、rr

obstacles beb司reen them. . 

Let 山 explain the main idea of this method by using the config旧ation given in Fig. 1 (a) 

where there is an obstacle in the middle of the room. ¥Ve will calculate the minimum distance 

between a cell P and the door 0 by avoiding the obstacle. If the line PO does not cross the 

obstade A -H， 七hen the length of the line う of courseぅ gives the minimum・ If今 however、う as in 

the example given in Fig. 1 (a）ヲ the line PO cros附 the ol川acleう or has ton一

町ouncl it. Then we obtain two candidates for the minimum distance う i.e., lines P BAO and 

PCDHO. The shorter one 五nally gives the minimum dis七ance between P and 0. If there 

are more than one obstacle in the room ヲ then we apply the same procedure to each of them 

repeatedly. Here it is important to note 七hat all the lines pass only the obstacleう日 edges 

with an a.cute angle. It is apparent that the obtuse edges like E and F can never be p凶出ed

by the minimum lines. To incorporate this idea into th尽 computer program ぅ we first need 

the concept of the visibility ク叩ph in which only the nodes that are visible to each other 

are bonded [9) (“visible” means l問、e that the何 are no obstacles between them). The set of 

nodes consists of a cell point Pぅ a door 0 and all the acute edge白 in 七he room. ln the case 

ofFig. l(a）ぅ the node 制 is {Pヲ O,Aぅ Bヲ Cぅ Dぅ Gぅ H} and the bor 
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A-Bヲ A-Hぅ and so on (Fig. 1 (b)). Each bond has its own weight which correspo凶s to 

the Euclidian distance between them. 

Once we have the vi日ibility graphぅ we can calculate 七he distance between P and 0 by 

tracing and adding the weight of the bonds between them. There are several possible pa七hs

between P and 0ぅ乱ncl the one with minimum total weight represents the shortes七 route

between them. The optimization task is easily performed by using the Dijkstr、a method 

[9] which enables us to obtain the mi山num path on a weigl山d graph. Performing this 

procedure for each cell in the room, the method allows us to determine the 日tatic floor field 

for arbitrary geometries. We can make use of 出is static 司oor field to simulate evacuating 

processes under realistic situations. 

III. ANT TRAIL 孔10DEL

The ants cornmunicate with each other by dropping a chemical (generically called 

phetO'Iηone) on the substrate as tl町r crawl forward [10 ぅ 11]. In [3] we developed a particleｭ

hopping modelヲ formulated in terms of stochastic CAう which may be interpreted as a model 

of unidirectional flow in an ant trail. The e百ects of counterflowぅ which are important for 

some specie日句 will be investiga紀d in the future. 

The model can be w出ten as tl問 co叩led equations[12] 

局（t + 1) = S'j(t) +min（サj-1(t ）ラ S'j-1(t ）ぅ 1 -S1(t)) -mi叫りj( t ） うめ（t ） ぅ 1-Sj+i(t））ぅ (1) 

σj(t + l) = max(Sj(t + 1 ）句川ね（σj( t）ゐ（t）））ぅ (2) 

where ~ and ηare stochastic variables ＆五町d by も（t) = 0 with the probabili七y f and 

も （t ） ニ l with 1-f『乱ndηj(t) = l with the probability p = q+ (Q-q）σJ十1(t) andη1(t) = 0 

with 1 -p. 

The fundamental diagram ぅ which is the density…dependence of the average speed in our 

ant trail mo•制 is sl問団 in Fig. 2( a). Over a range of small values of fぅ it exhibits 削

ano1naおus behaviour in the sense that う unlike common vehicular tra阻q the average velocity 

is not a monotonically decreasing function of the density p. Instead we have found that a 

relatively sharp crossover can be observed where the speed increαses with the density. 
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FIG. 2: The 前erage speed (a) and flux (b) of the ants, extracted from computer simulation data, 

are plotted against their densities for the par乱meters Q = 0.75, q = 0.25. The discrete data points 

corresponding to f = 0.0005(0), 0.00l(o), 0.005 （・）， 0.01 （ム）， 0.05 （口）， 0.10 (×), 0.25 （十）， 0.50(t) 

have been obtained from computer simulations. 
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